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Abstract 

Today´s steel producers face three significant challenges in the near future; weak economic growth in 2012, 

large investments in technical solutions to become more sustainable and changes in the raw material market. 

One option to cope with the high material prices is to invest in own material capabilities, which is backward 

integration. An alternative way to solve the new changes in the raw material market is forward integration, 

produce and develops new products, in other words, advance in the value chain against a most likely new 

market and new customers. 

The aim of this study is how does a company choose new customers for long-term profit on a new market? The 

main purpose has been broken down into three research questions; (1) how can a company segment new or 

existing customers? (2) How can each segment be analyzed to create value for the company? (3) How can a 

company choose a target market? 

To answer the research purpose and research questions has a conceptual framework been constructed which is 

used as theoretical foundation during the study. The conceptual model has been tested on a case study object, 

SSAB at Oxelösund, which is a steel producer that is developing a new product in an effort to become forward 

integrated. During the study is a deductive- and qualitative research approach used. Interviews with SSAB´s 

intended customers have been used for gathering primary data which also have been combined with 

secondary data in form of documentation and annual reports from respective customer. 

Findings shows that the conceptual model that is meant to work as a foundation to answer the research 

questions work well for the sample SSAB. The analysis gave both holistic perspective on each customer and 

segment so that the author could be selective in an early stage of the analysis. Furthermore, the customer 

value analysis provides the author with in-depth information about the customer which can have great 

influence on future business opportunities and threats. 

The author has three recommendations to SSAB (1) Invite both the customers EPC Sweden and FMV to come 

and look at the prototype made for bahnhof. (2) More in-depth market analysis regarding the business idea 

that EPC Sweden offered. (3) Evaluate the opportunity to develop and construct a better explosive container 

than those offered on the market. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter elucidates the general background problem and research idea which results in the research 

objective along with the research questions. Furthermore, the boundaries along with the disposition of the 

thesis are also introduced.  

1.1 GENERAL BACKGROUND PROBLEM 

According to Dr Edwin Basson, at the global resources conference in London on the 28 November 2011, today´s 

steel producers face three significant challenges in the near future; weak economic growth in 2012, changes in 

raw material markets and large investments in technical solutions to become more sustainable. Dr Edwin 

Basson also imply the companies has a variety of solutions to cope with the high material prices, one option, is 

to invest in own material capabilities and focus on more exclusive steel products to maintain profit margins.  

(Worldsteel.org 2012) 

Due to the global market changes has the competition for the Swedish steel producers increased, which has 

forced them to rationalize their companies and start specializing on niche products instead. The productivity 

and the value-added products have also increased during this decade. The result of the changes on the global 

market is that many Swedish steel producers are today world leaders in each product segment. 

(Jernkontoret.se 2012)  

 

Figure 1: Forward integration. 

As Dr Edwin Basson mentioned one way to control the raw material market is to invest in their own materiel 

capabilities, so that the steel producer can maintain the profit margins. This option is not necessary available 

for small steel producers, due to large investments. In addition to the market situation can steel producers 

become forward integrated, see figure 1, and develop, produce and have their own product manufactures and 

products. 

According to Cadeaux & Ng 2012 vertical integration can either be a corporate strategy move aimed at 

increasing overall growth and profitability by capturing additional levels in the value chain or a strategy aimed 

at controlling the activates of what would otherwise be independent channel members, such as wholesalers, 

retailers or selling agents. 

1.2 RESEARCH IDEA 

The idea for this thesis arises from a Swedish steel producer, SSAB, who have chosen to apply forward 

integration and, as a part of this, has developed new product. The new product is a 40 ft safety container made 

of niche steel that has the purpose to protect conventional data centers from external threats and also be 

module for future expandability (Mdcstockholm.se 2012). Throughout the development time did SSAB see the 

potential for other use of the container besides protecting conventional datacenters (Nyteknik.se 2012). 
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1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The trend described in the general background problem and the fact that steel producers have decided to 

become forward integrated has helped the author find the research objective along with the research 

questions. The research objective and purpose of this thesis is: 

How does a company choose new customers for long-term profit on a new market? 

The overall research objective is broken down into three following research questions: 

In order to study how a company chooses new customers is it interesting to study how a company can 

characterizes their customers, hence first research question: 

RQ1: How can a company segment new or existing customers? 

When new segments have been detected is it interesting to study which segment creates most value for the 

company. This lead to another subsequent question: 

RQ2: How can each segment be analyzed to create value for the company? 

After each segment has been thoroughly analyzed is the aim to study how to summarize each segment. The 

third research question is stated below: 

RQ3: How can a company choose a target market? 

1.5 DISPOSITION 

The thesis is divided into seven chapters where the first chapter introduces general research problem, research 

objective and research questions along with the boundaries. The second chapter describes relevant theories 

that can be used for the study. The third chapter illustrates the conceptual framework that will work as a 

foundation during the study. The fourth chapter presents different theoretical methods and also chosen 

methods to successfully accomplish the research objective. The fifth chapter contains the empirical data 

collected during the study. The sixth chapter is the data, from earlier chapter, implemented in the conceptual 

model. Chapter seven gives a recommendation to SSAB about an appropriate target market. The eight chapter 

presents the conclusions and implications that can be made from the analysis and also answer the research 

questions and discuss whether the research purpose was achieved or not. A chapter overview is presented in 

figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Chapter overview. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter presents a selection of previous research and theories that is relevant for my study. The chapter 

contains theories concerning industrial segmentation and also theories about strategic analysis. 

2.1 INDUSTRIAL SEGMENTATION MODELS 

2.1.1 TWO-STAGE MARKET SEGMENTATION, WIND CARDOZO 1974 

Wind & Cardozo 1974 define market segmentation as “a group of present or potential customers with some 

common characteristic which is relevant in explaining their response to supplier’s market stimuli”. The authors 

also imply that the choice of segmentation for industrial goods and services are the same for customer goods 

and services.  The only difference between them involves the specific bases used for segmentation. Due to the 

arguments between customer segmentation and industrial segmentation has Wind & Cardozo presented a 

model for organizational markets, see figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: An approach to segmentation of organizational markets 

2.1.2 NESTED APPROACH TO INDUSTRIAL MARKETING SEGMENTATION, SHAPIRO & 

BONOMA 1983 

According to Shapiro & Bonoma 1983 is industrial market segmentation much more difficult than segmenting 

consumer markets, due to the market and product complexity. The products targeted the industrial market has 

often multiple applications and several different products can also be used for the same application. The 

customers can also differ, which results in difficulties when developing the market strategy. The model Shapiro 

& Bonoma has developed can assist companies in several areas, such as: 

 Analysis of the market - get a better understanding of the total marketplace, including why and how 

customers buy 

 Selection of key markets - create a rational choice of market segments that best fits the company’s 

potential 

 Management of marketing – helps the company develop strategies, programs and plans to meet the 

needs in different segments and thereby creating a competitive advantage 
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Shapiro & Bonoma also state that marketers usually can group customers, prospects and purchase situations in 

different ways depending on the variables used to segment the market. The difficulties are to identify relevant 

segmentation bases. The authors have identified five general segmentation criteria to facilitate the 

segmentation base, see figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Nested segmentation approach. 

According to Shapiro & Bonoma is the criteria in figure 4 arranged as a nested hierarchy, that moves from the 

outer nest towards the inner, these criteria are: Demographic, operating variables, customer purchasing 

approach, situational factors and personal characteristics of the buyer. The outer criteria are more general and 

easily observed and by moving towards the centre nest will the information gathering gradually increase in 

difficulty. Furthermore, has the inner nest information mostly the most valuable information for the company. 

The five steps analyze different perspective of the customers: 

 Demographics: Industry, company size and customer location. 

 Operating variables: Company technology, product and brand use status, and Customer capabilities. 

 Purchasing approach: Purchasing function organization, power structure, buyer-seller relationship, 

general purchasing policies and purchasing criteria. 

 Situational factors: Urgency of order fulfillment, product application and size of order. 

 Buyer’s personal characteristics: A deeper understanding about the customer such as motive for 

purchase, relationship between customer and supplier, individual perception and risk management 

strategies. 

2.1.3 INDUSTRIAL SEGMENTATION, HLAVACEK & REDDY IN 1986 

The authors Hlavacek & Reddy (1986) recommend a model where product application is the primary focus of 

industrial segmentation. The model concentrates on segments that have common problems and applications to 

solve. The model facilitate the identification of segments that have well defined casual links, benefits, and also 

clear market descriptor to make the segments operational for resource allocation. The model of identifying and 

qualifying industrial market segments is constructed of three criteria, see figure 5. 
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Figure 5: The process of industrial market segmentation. 

The three criteria of the process are identification, qualification and attractiveness. The first stage in the 

process identifies a common requirement or a problem that satisfy the customer. The second stage function 

qualify the uncertainty of the segments that was identified in stage one, which often result in iterations 

between stage one and two to clarify a segment. In the last stage is each segment evaluated for relative 

attractiveness and also evaluated between segments to prioritize resource allocation. The two first stages in 

the process fulfill the purpose of the theory while the last stage only illustrates the nature of its 

interdependence of the segmentation process. (Hlavacek & Reddy 1986) 

2.1.4 MARKET CONCENTRATION AND PRODUCT CUSTOMIZATION IN NEW SEGMENTS, 

LAUGHLIN & TAYLOR IN 1991 

The content of earlier theories elucidate bases of segmentation while Laughlin & Taylor 1991 present a model 

for understanding industrial markets and the organizational buying process. The authors also criticize existing 

models and argue that the link between market segments and managerial variables has failed. The process 

Laughlin & Taylor present guide managers through the process of segmenting instead of just identifying 

criteria.  The model analyzes the industrial market segments in two dimensions; market concentration and 

degree of product customization. Degree of product customization study how much the product must be 

customized or tailored to achieve the needs of the end users, while market customization studies the numbers 

of customers and how the market is allocated among them. The result of the model leads to a matrix which 

helps the marketer to choose an appropriate 4P market strategy. 

2.2 STRATEGIC ANALYZE METHODS 

2.2.1 THE FIVE COMPETITIVE FORCES 

Michael E. Porter has developed a framework for industrial and business strategy development. The model 

concentrates on five forces that determine the competitive intensity within an industry, presented in figure 6. 

The results of the framework give an underlying understanding of the competitors which helps the managers to 

value the attractiveness of the industry. (Porter, 1998) 

 

 

Figure 6: The five forces that shape industry competition. 
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The five forces presented in the framework, figure 6, are suppliers, potential entrants, buyers, substitutes and 

competitors.  By determine the strongest competitive force or forces help the manager to decide the profit of 

an industry and also developed a suitable strategy for the market (Porter, 1998). The framework also supports 

the managers with valuable information, such as (Porter, 2008): 

 Defining the relevant industry – What products are in it? 

  Identifying groups within the industry – Who are the five forces? 

  Determine overall industry structure – Why is the industry profitable?     

 Analyzing recent and likely future changes in each force 

 Determine which force are strong or weak 

2.2.2 PESTEL ANALYSES 

 

Figure 7: The PESTEL framework. 

The PESTEL framework refers to marco-economic factors that give the managers a comprehensive list of data 

which can help the company develop an appropriate strategy. The factors presented in figure 7 are usually out 

of control for the company and can be seen as external opportunities or threats. The framework categorizes six 

different kind of environmental influences: Political, legal, economic, social, technological and environmental. 

By understanding the framework and its key drivers for change can the manager undercover issues that can 

have major impact upon the future market, industry or region.  (Johnson et al, 2011) 

2.2.3 SWOT ANALYSIS 

SWOT analyze is a strategic tool to summarize key issues that has emerged from an analyzed business 

environment. The model is a simple matrix for structuring internal and external factors that affect a company. 

The internal factors, strengths and weaknesses, create or destroy value in the company and can often be 

controlled by the company. While the external factors, opportunities and threats, is non-controlled factors 

which often can be used for understanding future market. (Johnson et al, 2011)  
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3. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

This chapter illustrates a conceptual framework that will work as theoretical foundation during the study. The 

purpose with the framework is to work structured and theoretical to achieve best possible result when solving 

the research objective and the research questions. 

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF FRAMEWORK 

Before the conceptual framework is introduced is it vital that the readers reflect over the research purpose for 

this thesis, also presented in the introduction page 8, which is: 

How does a company choose new customers for long-term profit on a new market? 

The framework is presented in the figure 8 below: 

 

Figure 8: A conceptual framework when a company enters a new market. 

The conceptual framework contains four steps to achieve the research purpose.  The first step illustrated the 

new market a company face when focus on becoming more forward integrated in the value chain, se figure 1. 

To better get an understanding of which market the conceptual model can serve see, page 22, chapter 4.6.1 

chosen sample. 

The second step use the segmentation theory nested approach to industrial market segmentation, by Shapiro 

& Bonoma (1983), for finding an appropriate variable when segmenting and characterize a new market. The 

reason why this specific theory is implemented is due to three dots which are presented in the literature 

review chapter, page 10; Analysis of the market, selection of key markets and management of marketing. 

In the third step is two different kind of strategic analyze methods used and customized, the five competitive 

forces (Porter, 1998) and PESTEL analysis (Johnson et al. 2011), for each segment. The purpose with step three 
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is to study which segment and customer creates most value for the company. The author has decided to define 

customer value analysis as: 

A analyze method for helping the manager collect profound information about the customers and find external 

factors that can be of value for the company when deciding which customer can be most valuable and suitable 

to do business with. 

One of the major reasons why porters five forces and PESTEL analysis is used is because both models can 

support the company with valuable information about each segment in form of external factors that can have 

major impact on future business. 

The last step summarizes all the information in a SWOT analyzes to help the company choose the right target 

market. The main reason why SWOT analysis is used to sum up the conceptual framework is that the SWOT 

analyzes gives a good overall picture of the external factors that have been gathered from the segmentation 

process and the customer value analysis 

3.2 VARIABLES TO ANSWER THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This chapter presents the specific variables in the conceptual framework that help the author implement the 

framework. All information gather from the variables are primary data, interviews, and also secondary data in 

form of documents and annual reports. 

3.2.1 SEGMENTATION 

As mentioned in the literature review, page 10, contains the outer nest demographics the most general 

information and the variables gives a broad description of the company, customer needs and usage patterns. 

The variables included in the demographic nest are the industry, company size and customer location. These 

variables have also been complemented with other variables that can be useful for the manager and the 

company. 

The industry – Knowledge about the industry can give the company general knowledge of customers need. 

Company Size can be relevant for the company to know how large their customers are in order to examine if 

the customers volume requirements exceed their own production capabilities. The variable can be used 

numerical when segmenting the customer’s sale, number of employees or profit of the year. 

Customer location – This specific variable is used for decision related information. The variable can come in use 

when solving logistics problems a company facing when entering a new market. 

The author has also complemented this nest with the variables: 

Company size overview – The variable examine if the company is a subsidiary to large industry group.  

Type of customer – The variable examines which type of customer the company are, for example, Normal 

Corporation, private customer, government or an association. 

Company´s customers – This variable give a hint where the customer´s customer is located. 

The second nest contains the operating variables which enable a more precise identification of a potential 

customer within the geographic nest.  The three operating variables are company technology, product or 

brand-use status and customer capabilities. This nest has also been complemented with more variables that 

can be helpful for both the manager and the company. 
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Company technology – Involves the customer´s product or the manufacturing process. In this study is the 

product analyzed to better understand the customers need.  

Products and brand use – Users of a specific brand or products can sometimes easily be characterized and 

segmented. The author has chosen to focus on the product in the conceptual framework. The variable in this 

study is therefore demanded product. 

Customer capabilities – This variable can be used if the customers have known technical, educational or 

financial strengths that can be used as opportunities for the company. 

The author has also complemented this nest with the variables: 

Type of contract – This variable can be used for understanding what type of contract the specific customer 

demand when making business with them or what the customer demand from their own customers. 

Customer relationship – This variable helps the manager to specify which type of relationship the manager has 

with the customer or if the customer have any other bound to the managers company. 

The third step in the nested approach is the purchasing approach, which involves customer´s purchasing 

approaches and company philosophy.  The five purchasing approaches are purchasing function organization, 

power structure, buyer and seller relationships, general purchasing policies and purchasing criteria. These 

variables can be extremely valuable for the company but is hard to implement on a new customers and the 

information can also be hard to gather, due to the argument is this approach not implemented. Regarding the 

fourth and the last step are they also neglected in this study due to the same argument as in the third nest. 

3.2.2 CUSTOMER VALUE ANALYSIS 

In a struggle to become more forward integrated which were mentioned in the problem background, page 8, 

has the author customized porter´s five forces, see figure 9 presented below. 

 

Figure 9: Customized Porter´s five forces with segment focus. 

The main difference in the model, presented in figure 9, is that it focuses on each segment which is presented 

as buyers in the customized model. The results of the model give an underlying understanding of each segment 

and determine the five forces for competitive advantage when a supplier, steel producer, decides to become 

forward integrated. 
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The five forces presented in figure 9 are Steel producer, potential entrants, buyers, substitutes and 

competitors: 

 Steel Producer- Study the bargaining power of the steel producer when becoming forward integrated. 

 Potential entrants – Study the threats of new entrants if the steel producer enters the new segment. 

 Substitutes – Study threats of substitutes, products or services when a steel company becomes 

forward integrated. 

 Buyers- Study the bargaining power of each segment. 

 Competitors – Study the competitors the steel company face when becoming forward integrated. 

This study uses five variables from the PESTEL analyze presented in the literature review to analyze the external 

environment factors that affect each segment:  

 Political – Highlights the role government posses on each segment. 

 Legal – Study if there are any legal factors that have effect on each segment. 

 Economical – Study if there are any economical factors that can affect each segment.  

 Technological – Examine if there any new construction or material that can satisfy the customer or can 

have major influence in the future. 

 Social – Study if there are any social factors that can be vital when doing business. 

3.2.3 TARGET MARKET 

To sum up the variables gathered from porter´s five forces and PESTEL analysis is each segment summarized in 

a SWOT analyze. The difference with the SWOT analyze used in the conceptual framework compared to the 

one in the literature review, page 14, is that only the external factors are summarized in this thesis, in other 

words only the opportunities and threats.  
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4. METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes in detail how the study is going to be conducted and what methods are used to answer 

the research questions. Furthermore, gives the author an overall description of the company, SSAB, which has 

been utilized as a case study object for this study.  

4.2 RESEARCH PURPOSE 

According to Saunders et al. (2009) is a research study divided into several classifications depending on the 

research purpose. The different classifications are exploratory studies, descriptive studies and explanatory 

studies. 

4.2.1 EXPLORATORY STUDIES 

If the meaning with the study is to clarify your understanding of a specific problem or if you are unsure of the 

precise nature of the problem can an exploratory study be valuable. The study can help the authors understand 

if the study is worth pursuing. There are three main path of doing an exploratory study: (Saunders et al. 2009) 

 A search of the literature 

 Interviewing “experts” in the subject 

 Conducting focus group interviews 

4.2.2 DESCRIPTIVE STUDIES 

Furthermore is the purpose of descriptive studies to produce an accurate representation of events, persons or 

even situations. The study can be useful as an extension or a forerunner to exploratory- or explanatory studies. 

(Saunders et al. 2009)  

4.2.3 EXPLANATORY STUDIES  

Explanatory studies establish casual connections between variables and emphasizes on studying situations or a 

problem in order to explain the relationship between variables. If the researcher finds a connection in a 

quantitative study can the data be statistically tested in order to get a better understanding of the relationship, 

it is also possible to collect qualitative data to an explanation of the specific problem. (Saunders et al. 2009) 

4.2.4 CHOSEN RESEARCH PURPOSE 

Since the research purpose with this study is how a company choose new customers for long-term profit on a 

new market is the research purpose exploratory. The choice of research purpose is based on how the 

conceptual framework is practical implemented and tested towards a case study company and, as a part of 

this, conduct focus group interviews. Furthermore, the main research purpose is broken down into three 

research questions to solve the research purpose: (1) How can a company segment new or existing customers? 

(2) How can each segment be analyzed to create value for the company? (3) How can a company choose a 

target market?  

To achieve the research purpose and answer the research questions has the author created a conceptual 

framework based on various theories connected to the research questions, see conceptual framework chapter 

3.  The theories will not be of precise nature when they are implemented in the conceptual framework, the 

theories will be customized to best serve the research purpose. 
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4.3 RESEARCH APPROACH 

According to Saunders et al. (2009) is it two different research philosophies used when approaching a scientific 

study; inductive or deductive approach. Inductive approach is used when you explore your own data and 

develop theories which you later relate to the literature, while the deductive approach uses literature to 

identify ides and theories, which then are tested with help of data to develop a conceptual or theoretical 

framework (ibid.). 

Furthermore, there are two different approaches presented in social science; quantitative and qualitative. Both 

approaches are frequently used as a synonym for any data collection method technique or data analysis 

procedure. The difference between them is that the quantitative approach generates or uses numerical 

numbers, while the qualitative approach on the other hand deals with none-standardized data or numbers, 

where meanings will be expressed in word.  (Saunders et al. 2009) 

4.3.1 CHOSEN RESEARCH APPROACH 

In this specific study has theories been used as a foundation to create a conceptual framework, therefore is a 

deductive approach most suitable. Regarding the social science is a qualitative approach used for gathering 

information. The main information that will be gathered for the conceptual framework is collected true 

interviews, which is none-standardized data and will mostly be expressed in words. 

4.4 RESEARCH STRATEGY 

According to Saunders et al. (2009) has the researcher a variety of research strategies to choose between and 

which strategy to adopt depends on the research objective and the research purpose. Presented in table 1 are 

the five most common research strategies; Experiment, Survey, Archival analysis, History and Case study (Yin 

2003).  According to Yin (2003) is it three factors that decide which strategy to adopt; form of research 

question, require control over behavioral events and focus on contemporary events, also viewed in table 1. 

Table 1: Research strategies and when to use them. 

 
Source: Yin (2003) 

The purpose with experiment is to study casual links and is often used in natural sciences where you can 

change a variable and study what happens with another (Hakim 2000, cited by Saunders et al. 2009).   

The Survey strategy is often popular in business and management research and is also associated with the 

deductive approach. According to Saunders et al. (2009) is the strategy applied when it´s possible to collect a 

large amount of data at a minimum cost. A method associated with surveys is often questionnaires where the 

questions can be standardized so they can be compared to one another (ibid.).  
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The archival analysis use documentation and administrative records as primary source and focus on answering 

questions from the past that have been changed over time. The data is often secondary which demand the 

author to design the research to get the most of it. (ibid.) 

According to Saunders et al. (2009) is history used when one must rely on historical data as primary data 

source.  This strategy can be implemented when the researcher has lack of data or accessibility (Yin 2003). 

The case study involves an empirical investigation of a specific contemporary phenomenon within a real life 

scenario using numerous sources to find evidence. (Robson 2002) 

4.4.1 CHOSEN RESEARCH STRATEGY 

As mentioned above is the formulation of the research question important to set the right strategy. In this 

thesis is the question formulated as; how something is going to be achieved. This indicates that the research 

uses a case study strategy. The study uses a real life company, SSAB, as a case study objective with focus on 

contemporary events.  

4.5 DATA COLLECTION METHOD 

To answer the research objective and succeed with the analysis is it important to collect the right empirical 

data. The collection of data can be made in different ways and will be presented in this chapter. 

4.5.1 PRIMARY DATA AND SECONDARY DATA 

According to Saunders et al. (2009) are the two most common types of data; primary data and secondary data. 

Primary data is new data which is collected from surveys, case studies, experiments or observations to achieve 

a specific purpose. While secondary data is already collected data for a specific purpose which is then 

reanalyzed for the researcher’s purpose. Both types of data can be helpful for the researcher. Secondary data 

can be retrieved quickly from other sources at a low cost while primary data can be collected from the 

researchers constructed questionnaires for a specific research problem. (Saunders et al. 2009) 

4.5.2 INTERVIEWS, OBSERVATIONS AND QUESTIONNAIRES 

An interview is a purposeful discussion between two or more people (Kahn and Cannell 1957, cited by 

Saunders et al. 2009). Furthermore indicate Saunders et al. (2009) that an interview can be a helpful tool to 

gather reliable and valid data for the research purpose and research questions. Depending on the research 

objective can three different types of interviews be implemented; structured interviews, semi-structured 

interviews and unstructured interviews (ibid.). 

According to Saunders et al. (2009) is a questionnaire used for structured interviews with predetermined and 

standardized questions. The interviewer should read the questions exactly as they are written without any bias. 

Semi-structured interviews have instead a list of questions and themes to be covered. These questions and 

themes may vary from interview to interview. The third type is unstructured interviews, also referred as in-

depth interviews, which are informal although it´s important that the interviewer have a clear idea on what to 

explore. (ibid.) 

According to Saunders et al. (2009) can observations be a rewarding tool when the research questions are 

concerned with what people do. There two different kind of observations; participant observations and 

structured observations. Participant observations are qualitative and used for studying people’s behavior in a 
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normal environment without giving any special instructions. While structured observations are quantitative 

and used for studying the frequency of people´s actions. (ibid.) 

Questionnaires are frequently used in surveys, also common in experiment and case studies. They have 

predetermined questions so to that each person gets the same set of questions. The questionnaires can be 

used for collecting data about behavior, opinions and attributes. The type of questionnaire depends on the 

stated research purpose, research question and available resources. (Saunders et al. 2009) 

4.5.3 CHOSEN DATA COLLECTION METHOD 

The author gathered information from numerous of sources, primary and secondary data, to find evidence for 

the research questions. The majority of the primary data are collected true interviews among SSAB´s 

customers. In an agreement with the supervisor, product manager, at SSAB has a few customers been selected 

for being used as the market, presented in the conceptual framework. The customers that were selected by the 

supervisor, at SSAB, had contacted SSAB for a variety of reasons; they were interested in the safety container 

or they had a business idea proposal that was related to the safety container. Before the customers were 

contacted by the author was an e-mail sent from the product manager describing the author´s purpose, see 

appendix 1. Before the first interview was a questionnaire constructed, see appendix 3 – interview template. 

The questionnaire was constructed for semi-structured interviews, which contains a list of both questions and 

themes to be covered during the interview. The interview questions have been changed during the interview 

depending on the respondent’s answer or how the respondent wanted to start up the interview. The author 

was also thoroughly with explaining why the interview was going to be recorded. This type of approach when 

collecting data was used for making the customer comfortable with the interview situation. Depending on the 

information gathered from the first interview was the template reconstructed to better fit the next costumer. 

 The most secondary data is gathered from annual reports, documentation about the customers and industry 

organizations on the internet. The information that was gathered to the segmentation, see table 2, was most 

secondary data from the customers annual reports, which was sent to the author from SSAB headquarter in 

Stockholm or via the customers website. Some gathered to the segmentation process was also primary data 

which is presented in the empirical data. 

4.6 SAMPLE SELECTION 

In order to select a sample have the author examined SSAB, Svenskt Stål AB, which is a leading producer of high 

strength steel. The company is located in 45 countries with approximately 9 000 employees and had an annual 

sale of almost SEK 44,640 billion the year of 2011. The company is specialized on niche products, high strength 

steel, which amount to 37% of the company´s total sale. The strategic target is to account 50% of total 

shipment with niche products before the year of 2015. The company´s vision is true long-term development 

strive for: (SSAB annual report 2011). 

“A stronger, lighter, and more sustainable world”. 

One way to achieve SSAB´s vision and strategic target is to provide the 

customer with advanced design solutions that are market ready. SSAB 

Advanced Design Solution consists of both patented solutions in forms of 

licenses and construction ready kits. SSAB combine their strong brand and 

their expertise to develop their own solutions in new or existing markets. 

(SSAB.SE 2012) 

Picture 1: Safety storage box. (SSAB.SE 2012) 
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SSAB offers four initial solutions: 

 Rolled and welded pipes made of their own steel products Weldox
1
 and Hardox. 

 Safety storage box for goods made of Armox, Weldox and Domex, see picture 1. 

 Arc design – a patented flatbed design made of Hardox Wear which is highly resistant, yet it weights 

30 – 50% less than the traditional design. 

 Specially designed containers made of Hardox 450 used for scrap recycling. 

4.6.1 CHOSEN SAMPLE 

With an agreement with the product manager at SSAB have the solution safety storage box, se picture 1, been 

selected as a case study objective. The solution is a new product which can be developed exactly after 

customer need and fits the research purpose. The product is one step for a steel producer to become forward 

integrated and it is also the reason why the author wants to select this specific sample. 

4.8 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY 

Validity is defined as an instrument´s ability to measure exactly what it is supposed to measure (Eriksson & 

Wiedesheim-Paul 2006).According to Yin (2003) there are three types of validity that are relevant for a case 

study; intern- , extern- and construct validity. 

Intern validity is whether the scientist is pulling the right conclusions from the cause-effect relations between 

the variables (ibid.) According to Yin (2003) is intern validity used for explanatory- or casual studies and not for 

exploratory- or descriptive studies. 

Extern validity that often can be connected to generalization, concerns which areas a studies result can be 

generalized beyond the specific case study (Saunders et al. 2009).  

Construct validity concerns which extend operationalization of a concept really measures the concept it seeks 

to measure (Yin 2003). Yin (2003) also implies that construct validity is something that is hard to ensure in a 

case study.  

According to Saunders et al. (2009) reliability refers the extent to which results are consistent findings over 

time which are yield from the data collection techniques or analysis procedures that are used during the study. 

Yin (2003) describes reliability as the goal to ensure that a scientist that uses the same procedure and exercise 

and same case study will end up with the same results and conclusions.  

The author of this study will conduct one case company that is suitable for the research purpose. Through the 

case company was three customers recommended to be interviewed for achieving the research purpose. Each 

customer was interviewed one time due to time limitations, the customers were located in different cities 

within the country of Sweden. To increase the validity has the author let both supervisors Håkan Perzon, at 

Luleå University of Technology, and Hans Konradsson who is a product manager at SSAB review the questions 

before conducting the interviews, see appendix 3.  Moreover, the supervisor at SSAB has also prepared the 

respondents by sending an e-mail that describes the research purpose and describing the study, see appendix 

1. During the interviews with the respondents is a digital recorder used for not missing any of the respondents 

answers.  Because both the author and the respondents mother language is Swedish was also the interviews 

conducted in Swedish and later on translated into English. This can of course decrease the construct validity if 

the readers feel that the author can’t handle the English language.  All three interviews, EPC Sweden, 

                                                                 
1
 Weldox, Hardox, Armox and Domex are SSAB´s manufactured steel product. 
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Försvarets materielverk and Laseroptronix, was conducted face-to-face with the respondents at respective 

head quarter. 

Regarding the studies reliability has the author tried to describe in detail the total process of how and why the 

studies method is conducted, presented in the methodology. Furthermore, the author explains was the data is 

found and how it are processed, which type of questions are asked and to whom. The author is very careful not 

to ask leading questions during the interviews and also try to critical review all the data in an impartial 

perspective.  The author has also tried to gather information from a numerous sources to support the 

interviews. 

4.9 TIME PLAN 

 One tool to make an appropriate planning for a project and its activities is creating a Gantt chart. The Gantt 

chart was created by Henry L. during the second world war for facilitate U.S. shipbuilding (Juran 1964). A 

preliminary Gantt chart with the researcher´s most central activities has been constructed, with MS project, in 

order to give a visual overview over the approximated time schedule, see figure10. The Gantt chart has been 

revised during the study. 

 

Figure 10: Gantt chart for the research project. 

4.9 SUMMARY OF METHOD CHOICES 

To underline the author´s choices concerning the methodology has a map over the most vital choices been 

constructed, see figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Map over method choices. 
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5. EMPIRICAL DATA 

This chapter contains the empirical data that has been collected during the study. It contains both primary data 

attained through personal interviews and also secondary data in form of documentation gathered from 

authorities and companies that is connected to the research problem. The chapter is structured after the 

conceptual framework. 

5.1 SEGMENTATION 

This chapter presents the information that was gathered for the segmentation process, see table 2. 

Company size overview- The information about subsidiaries was collected from each company’s annual report. 

The information was also confirmed. According to EPC Sweden is the company owned by a French company, 

during the interview with EPC Sweden did the respondent start up a dialog about Kimit AB, who is a former 

employer to the respondent, which confirmed that Kimit AB was a subsidiary to LKAB. The respondent implies 

that Kimit AB is a competitor to EPC Sweden, because both companies are producing explosives and services 

that are related. 

Type of customer- EPC Sweden and Kimit AB´s information about which type of customer they are was 

collected from annual reports. According to FMV is the company state-owned and the profit are contributions 

from the government. Moreover, FMV cannot buy a large amount of supply and equip other countries or 

private companies for the purpose of making profit. According to Laseroptronix is the company only a 

spokesperson for a group of private investors and the company, Laseroptronix, only assist with expertise, 

know-how and personal contacts for the business idea. 

The industry- All information was gathered from annual reports. The information was also confirmed in an 

early stage of the interviews.  According to Laseroptronix is the private investor’s industry mining for gold and 

diamonds in Africa, in the countries of Liberia and Tanzania. 

Number of employees, Sale and profit of the year was also gathered from annual reports. According to the 

respondent on FMV has the company no incentive to make profit, the company only develop and maintain 

equipment for the Swedish arm forces logistic function. 

Customer location - According to all the respondents is their location Sweden. Furthermore, Laseroptronix 

implies that the private investors are located in Stockholm and that they have earned their capital in the 

financial industry. 

Company´s customers – All the respondents told where their own customer where located. According to EPC 

Sweden were all customers located in the Nordic Atlantic region, the same for Kimit AB (Kimit annual report). 

According to Laseroptronixs are 90 % of their customers located abroad, due to lack of terrorism in Sweden. 

Company technology- The company technology for the private investor was extracting process for gold and 

diamonds. Furthermore, the lack of information made this variable hard to answer. The company is related to 

each customers industry and what the customers told the author during the interviews. 

Demanded product – All the respondents had different business ideas how the intended product should be 

developed, the product specification and business idea for respective company are presented in appendix 2. 

Type of contract – According to Laseroptronix has the private investor only verbal agreements with influential 

people that have power of gold and diamonds mines in Liberia and Tanzania. Laseroptronix also implies that it 

is a normal way of doing business in Africa. The business idea, presented in appendix2, has earlier been delayed 

in Liberia due to reelection. According to Laseroptronix is one of the verbal agreements connected with Ellen 
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Johnson Sirleaf, which is the president of Liberia. Furthermore, FMV implies that the development process for 

the company is extreme slow and all contracts are public procurements which to a certain level are protected 

with military secrecy. The respondent also implies that doing business direct with the government can be a 

complex process, the respondent recommend SSAB to start cooperation with a private Swedish military 

producer. 

 Customer capabilities – During the interview with EPC Sweden was the company interested in helping SSAB to 

develop the intended product if they could gain from it. According to EPC Sweden the company has resources 

to test the intended product in their facilities. The company can detonate charges up to 5 kilo for testing the 

intended product. Furthermore, FMV recommended that SSAB should make business with a private Swedish 

military producer.  The respondent suggested that he could help out with personal contact if SSAB is interested 

in developing the intended product, for example, who to contact if SSAB want to have the intended product 

approved from the Swedish government. Moreover, according to Laseroptronix the company can help out with 

developing the intended product and equip it with safety solutions. 

Customer relationship – According to SSAB the company have a long relationship with LKAB. Moreover, 

according to FMV the company SSAB has for a long period been a supplier with high strength steel for the 

Swedish Armed forces which FMV think can be helpful if SSAB want to develop a product against the weapon 

industry. 

5.2 CUSTOMER VALUE ANALYSIS 

This chapter presents three segments; industrial consumer products, protection and security and raw material 

handling. The variables that are presented under each segment are the data the author have gathered during 

the study. The variables that are presented in the conceptual framework and is not included here under each 

segment has the author decided to leave out due to lack of time or lack of information. 

5.2.1 INDUSTRIAL CONSUMER PRODUCTS – EPC SWEDEN 

This chapter presents the variables and information gathered about the segment industrial consumer products 

and the customer EPC Sweden AB. 

5.2.2 COMPETITORS 

According to the respondent at EPC Sweden the intended product, explosive container, has four competitors 

on the Swedish market; 

 Robur 

 Cesium AB 

 Håbeco  

 Björknäsbergssprängning AB 

Furthermore, the respondent also implies the company Robur is a strongbox producer but they also have an 

alternative safe that can store explosives. The problem with Robur´s safety container is that they are made for 

indoor use, too use them outdoors must the customer modify the safety containers with a steel roof and they 

must do it by them self.  

According to EPC Sweden the company Cesium AB also produces an alternative solution for storing high 

explosives. The problem with Cesium is that the safety supply weighs a lot, for example, EPC Sweden bought 

one 20 feet safety supply that weighted 40 ton. The respondent also implies the price for a safety supply from 

Cesium is too high, cost between 300 000kr to 450 000kr, for small explosive entrepreneur. Regarding the 
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safety aspect is Cesium the best alternative on the market, it has security standard of grade 10 which 

correspond to a much higher level of security than needed. 

Moreover, the respondent also mentioned the companies Håbeco and Björknäsbergssprängning AB is in the 

same price class and has almost the same construction. Price and technical information about 

Björknäsbergspränging AB are presented in appendix 4. The respondent also mentioned the company 

Björknäsbergssprängning AB has a special solution for storing both explosives and detonation fuse; this is 

presented later on under the chapter Legal and Technological. EPC Sweden also thinks the company 

björknäsbergssprängning AB´s production is located in Poland and the respondent and that there are many 

intermediaries for the product. 

5.2.3 BUYER 

According to EPC Sweden when the bulk explosives were introduced on the market did no explosive 

entrepreneur believe that they would need more explosive container in the future. The explosive 

entrepreneurs thought that the old explosive storage would cover the future demand and the bulk explosive 

should take over almost the entire market. This was not the outcome when the new regulation, MSBFS 2010:5, 

was introduced.  The company also implies the market is always going to demand explosive containers as long 

as bulk explosives, dynamite or detonation fuse are used.  The detonation fuse is a primer to dynamite and 

dynamite is a primer to bulk explosives so they are all depending on each other, a primer increases the 

explosive shockwave for the initiating explosive for the purpose of detonating the secondary charge (ne.se 

2012). As mentioned in the product specification is it only dynamite and detonation fuse that needs to be 

contained in the explosive container. According to EPC Sweden the bulk explosive cannot be used in built-up 

areas because the bulk explosive are too unstable when detonated. According to EPC Sweden there are many 

small entrepreneurs that are in need of the intended product, explosive container. The main problem with 

today´s explosive containers is the price. EPC Sweden implies the old explosive containers cost only 100 000 

kronor while today´s explosive containers with the new regulation have a price tag between 250 – 450 

thousand kronor. Furthermore, the upper limit for the explosive entrepreneurs are 200 000 kronor for a 20 feet 

explosive container. Furthermore, the total explosive industry produce 78 000 ton of explosive each year and 

6 000 – 7 000 ton of the total amount is dynamite; the figures are industry estimations collected from EPC 

Sweden. EPC Sweden also implies the five buyers of the intended product are Kimit AB, Nitro nobel, Orica, 

Forcit and of course EPC Sweden. EPC Sweden also mentioned that the intended product could probably be 

used in other markets such as construction industry, for protecting tools and so forth. In the end of the 

conversation with EPC Sweden did the respondent mentioned that the company had newly bought five 

explosive containers and it was due to them that EPC Sweden newly won a procurement.  The procurement 

was regarding a wind farm explosive project and according to the respondent is one explosive container 

needed at every wind farm construction site in Sweden. 

5.2.4 LEGAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL 

According to EPC Sweden the authority that decides the regulations regarding constructing safety container for 

storing explosives is MSB, myndigheten för samhällskydd och beredskap. The task of MSB is to enhance and 

support societal capacitates for preparedness and prevention of emergencies and crises (msb.se 2012).  

New conditions have been introduced in the explosive industry. Safety supplies which are earlier approved with 

standards, such as, SS 3000 and SS 3150 for only be used until the end of the year 2011. The new conditions 

states that the explosives should be protected against theft and against immediate fire outside (MSB´s 

Handbook). ECP Sweden imply that for all explosives, desirable degree of “A”, in other words dynamite, 

detonating fuse and detonators is still needing “safety supply” according to EN 1143-1 Grade 3. MSB´s new 

regulation MSBFS 2010:5 and a special handbook released by MSB give guidance and all the legal information 
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about how the intended product could be constructed before it can be approved by both MSB and 

municipality. The company also implies that the standard EN 1143-1 Grade 3 should resist outer violence from 

hand tools for at least 1h 20 minutes. According to EPC Sweden the regulation, MSBFS 2010:5, is only used in 

Sweden, however is Sweden viewed as a leading country in safety regulations. 

 

Figure 12: Illustrates legal issues. 

As mentioned in the product specification, see appendix 2, is EPC Sweden in need of a container that can hold 

both explosives and detonators, this is acceptable if the net weight is less than 60 kg explosives otherwise is 

other regulation applied. EPC Sweden also implies the problem with contain more than 60 kg explosives can be 

solved by installing a partition wall in the middle of the container, see figure 12 picture number one, which also 

needs to follow MSB guidelines and regulations. EPC Sweden points out that the legal aspect when 

constructing a container with a partition wall can be made in different ways. Also mentioned in appendix 2 the 

safety container should be equivalent to the standard or that the safety container can be tested and show it 

can meet the standard.  According to EPC Sweden when the authority test the partition wall is 250 grams of 

explosives rigged on either side of the wall, se figure 12 number 2, which is meant to simulate a real life 

scenario. Furthermore, when one of the 250 gram explosives is detonated should the other 250 gram explosive 

be unaffected for a successful and approved test. EPC Sweden also implies that one of the intended 

competitors, Björknäsbergssprängning AB, on the market has solved this with a thick wall, see figure 12 

number 3, and indicate further that this problem can be solved with less material. EPC Sweden´s solution is to 

install a partition wall with an air gap, see figure 12 number 4, made of two sheet metals with a steel joist in 

the middle. According to the respondent the air gap in the wall can successfully manage the explosive tests. 

According to EPC Sweden there is also a new law that may arise in Sweden soon, called precursor. The law is 

used for protecting specific raw materials for getting in wrong hands. For example, the bomb Breivik made was 

constructed from fertilizer and different daily based raw materials. 

5.3 PROTECTION AND SECURITY - FMV 

This chapter presents the variables and information gathered about the segment protection and security and 

the customer FMV. The author has decided to only analyze the second product and business idea that are 

presented at appendix 2, due to military secrecy. 

5.3.1 BUYER 

FMV recommend SSAB to create a standardized product sheet about the business ideas that FMV suggested, 

see appendix 2, and try to visit events that are related to the weapon industry in an effort to create a new 
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business partner and also see if the product are wanted on the market. According to FMV the company SAAB is 

a perfect partner for the technological system that are needed for the intended product, see appendix 2. 

Furthermore, the respondent also implies that the private market is much more lucrative than making business 

with the Swedish government and that FMV has no money for the moment because the government gives less 

government grants than before. FMV also implies that the weapon industry has been growing for the past 

decade. The statistics regarding FMV statements about the weapon industry are presented below see figure 12 

(sipri.org 2012).  

 

Figure 13: Illustrates world military expenditure 2000- 2011. (sipri.org 2012) 

According to SIPRI, Stockholm international peace research institute, world military expenditures for the year 

of 2011 is estimated to have been $1,783 billion. SIPRI also imply that the figures for 2011 is higher in dollar 

terms but when it´s measured in real terms (constant 2010 prices) is the spending unchanged in 2011. The year 

of 2011 is therefore the breakpoint of 13 years of continuous spending. The global distribution of military 

expenditures is illustrated, see figure 14. According to SIPRI is hard to say if the trend with flattening military 

spending is a long-term change. It depends on different factors, such as, if countries decide to withdraw troops 

from countries that are in conflicts and how the world conflict situation develops in the future (sipri.org 2012). 

 

 

Figure 14: Illustrates the global distribution of military expenditures. 

The respondent at FMV also implies that the authority FXM, försvarets export myndighet, can help companies 

if they want to produce a defense product that is going to be exported from Sweden. The authority is new 
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started, august 2010, and the purpose with the authority is to support companies with government 

representatives in defense export deals. FXM is also interacting with other authorities to achieve the purpose 

with the organization (fxm.se 2012).  

5.3.2 LEGAL 

According to FMV there are a few legal aspects that need to be considered before creating a prototype which is 

going to be used for defense purpose.  FMV also implies the inspection authority ISP, inspektionen för 

strategiska produkter, is controlling the legal issues. ISP is a state authority and control export of defense 

material and product with dual-use (isp.se 2012). The authority has many functions regarding defense material 

but two of them are control and supervision of defense material and control and supervision of product with 

dual-use. 

The first function with ISP is control and supervision of defense material which means that ISP deal with matters 

concerning defense material according to the Swedish law (1992:1300) and review application about 

producing, supplying, exporting and cooperation abroad. The second function with the authority is to control 

and supervision products with dual-use which means that ISP deal with matters concerning products with dual-

use according to  the Swedish law (2000:1064). Products with dual-use is used in both civil context or 

constructed for being used as a weapon on a high technological level.  

5.4 RAW MATERIAL HANDLING - LASEROPTRONIX/PRIVATE INVESTOR 

This chapter presents the variables and information gathered about the segment raw material handling and the 

customer laseroptronix/Private investor.  

5.4.1 BUYER 

According to Laseroptronix the private investors that the company Laseroptronix represent has known 

Laseroptronix for about 20 years and is a group of rich people that lives in Stockholm region. The group of 

private investors has worked in the financial business in Sweden and is interested in mining for gold and 

diamonds in Africa, Liberia and Tanzania. The business idea and product specification is presented in appendix 

2. One of the respondents business associate has visit Tanzania a few weeks ago, they tried to buy gold in 

coffins which later on was showed full with gilt copper. The respondent also implies the business situation in 

Tanzania and Liberia is extreme and the sellers try to steal your fingers if you shake hand with them. According 

to Laseroptronix the private investors have been prospecting in Liberia which showed high values of gold, the 

samples have been tested in Boliden. The best test showed 450 gram per ton iron and less successful test 

showed 30 gram per ton iron. The respondent also implies that 40 – 50 samples were tested and that the 

private investors only posses mutual agreements for mining in the area that was prospected. According to 

Laseroptronix the idea was that the project would be started now but it has been many unpredictable delays. 

Moreover, for the moment has Laseroptronix no budget to work with, due to the delays, which was the 

purpose from the beginning. 

5.4.2 SOCIAL 

According to Laseroptronix the private investors are very aware of the social aspect when doing business in 

Africa. They are going to build new roads to reach the mines and the idea is to help the local people with both 

new infrastructure and work. Furthermore, the purpose with building infrastructure and helping the local 

people is to ensure better living standard when the mine stop produce gold. Laseroptronix also implies the 
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private investors have no interest in only exploit the resources and the social aspect is also a part of the mutual 

agreement. 

5.4.3 POLITICAL 

Also mentioned in the segmentation process has the private investor’s only mutual agreements regarding the 

mines in Tanzania and Liberia. According to Laseroptronix the private customers have had problems with a new 

election in Liberia, which is one reason for the business delays. Furthermore, the respondent also implies the 

outcome of the reelection could have had drastic affect on further business opportunities in the country. This is 

because the mutual agreements that are done in the country are related to the president. 

5.5 OTHER - SUBSTITUTES 

This chapter presents the variable, substitute, which is a summarization of all the customers’ thoughts 

regarding substitutes for the intended product they represent. 

Regarding what kind of substitutes that could replace the demanded product was no doubt hard to say for the 

respondents.  Two of the respondents tried to discuss about it, LaserOptronix and FMV, which resulted in no 

concrete answer. EPC Sweden AB came to the conclusion that the dynamite can be retained in a special rock 

cavern, which is also stated in MSBFS 2010:5, but it is not a direct threat against the product.  
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6. ANALYSIS 

In this chapter is the data, from the chapter empirical data, implemented in the conceptual model and analyzed 

in a result to solve the research problem. 

6.1 SEGMENTATION 

This chapter present the result of the segmentation, see table 2 below. The variables in the result are also 

thoroughly analyzed later in the chapter for the purpose of achieving the first research question, which is: 

How can a company segment new or existing customers? 

Table 2: Segmentation variables for SSAB customers. 

 

 

Segmentation areas 1. Industrial consumer products 1. Industrial consumer 

products

2. Protection and security 3. Raw material handling

Companies EPC SWEDEN AB Kimit AB Försvarets materielverk (FMV) Logistic 

department

Private Investor & LaserOptronix

1. Company size overview EPC Sweden is a subsidary to EPC 

SA in france which is an 

international company with 

about 40 subsidaries around the 

world.

Kimit AB is a subsidary to LKAB.

2. Type of customer Corporation Corporation Government Private/Corporation

3. The industry Production, distribution and sale 

of explosives.

Development, production and 

sale of explosives.

Develop, procure and maintain equipment 

and provide services to the Swedish Arm 

Forces logistic function.

Private Investor: Mining for gold and 

diamonds. LaserOptronix: Electro 

optical area and security solutions.

4. Number of empolyees 33 persons (Total group: 1 729 

persons )

23 persons (Total group: 4 100 

persons )

Persons on Logistic Department is unknown 

(Total organization of  FMV 1 532 persons)

Private Investor: Unknown 

LaserOptronix: 1 person

5. Sale 121 557 tkr (Total group: €  310 

million. Explosives, drilling and 

blasting 70 % of sale)

197 493 tkr (Total group: 31 122 

Mkr)

9 936 mkr for supply (Total 19 337 mkr) Private investor: Unknown 

LaserOtronix: 2 583 tkr

6. Profit of the year 1 525 111 tkr 17 886 tkr No relevant information due to  

government finance.

305 tkr

7. Customer location Sweden. Headquarter Eskilstuna. Sweden. Headquarter Kiruna. Sweden. Headquarter Stockholm. Private Investor: Sweden 

LaserOptronix: Sweden

8. Company´s customers Located in the Nordic Atlantic 

region.

Located in the Nordic Atlantic 

region.

Sweden Private Investor: Located in Africa in 

the countries Tanzania and Liberia. 

LaserOptronix: 90 % export to a variaty 

of countries with security needs.

9. Company technology Produce explosives and services 

for the customers.

Produce explosives and 

services for the customers.

Produce logistic solutions for Swedish 

armed force.

Private Investor: Extracting gold or 

diamonds . LaserOptronix: Sell security 

solutions and services.

10. Demanded product Standardized: Safety container 

for storaging high explosives. 

(see appendix 2, Product 

specification - EPC Sweden AB.)

Unknown A customized safety container for storage of 

military equipment or storage of high 

technological defense equipment used for 

protecting customer interest . (See 

appendix 2, Product specification - 

Försvarets materielverk )

A customized safety container for 

storaging a gold or diamond extraction 

process.  (See appendix 2, Product 

specification - Private 

Investor/LaserOptronix)

11. Type of contract Normal contract Normal contract.  Contract with 

Lapua in Finland, Norab in 

Sweden and Norway.

Public procurement No contracts, only verbal agreements!

12. Customer capabilities Help to test the demanded 

product in their facilities.

Unknown Supply SSAB with valuable contacts and 

information about  how to succeed with a 

business proposal directed against the 

weapon industry.

Private investor: Unknown 

LaserOptronix: Equip the container 

and help out with the development.

13. Customer relationship New relationship LKAB has a long relationship 

with SSAB.

SSAB supply the Swedish armed force with 

high strenght steel, Armox.

New relationship
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The numbers below match the variable numbers presented in table 2. Furthermore, each variable and relevant 

result is analyzed:  

1. By examine the variable company size overview can the manager get a total understanding of the 

customer company. It can be interesting to know if the company is a subsidiary to any large corporate 

group, if so, can the conditions for making business with the customer radically change. In this case 

study is both EPC Sweden and Kimit subsidiaries two large corporate groups, see table 2, which means 

that both companies can have connections to a much larger market and also have more resources 

than expected. This information can be helpful if SSAB decides to develop a product towards these 

specific customers.  This variable can also give the manager an opportunity to segment the customers 

depending on what corporate group they belong if the information is available. 

 

2. All the theories regarding segmentation which are presented in the literature review focus on 

industrial customers. This limitation can be a problem in a more complex business environment, for 

example, when a company is dealing with a variety of customer types. During the interviews with the 

customers were three different types of customers recognized, see table 2.  This can help SSAB to 

segment the customers depending on which type of customer they are. It can also give information 

about a specific customer. According to Laseroptronix the company is only a spokes person for a 

private investor and no budget or founding’s were set for the business idea. This information can be 

vital for SSAB to know before doing any further analysis. This variable can be suitable to segment 

depending on which type of customer they want to serve. 

 

3. Variable three, the industry, has the author decide to use as segmentation variable in this specific 

study, see chapter chosen segmentation variable for customer analyzes. By knowing what kind of 

industry the customers are active within can SSAB easily use further analyzes methods, this is also 

done later in the study.  

 

4. The companies can also be segmented by number of employees. This gives SSAB an opportunity to set 

limits on how large, medium or small customers they want to serve depending on number of 

employees. This can be an option if the company has lack of information regarding the customers.   

 

5. The variable sale can also be segmented as variable 4, with the limits large sale, medium sale or small 

sale.   

 

6. Profit of the year can give SSAB a hint about the customer purchasing power which can influence the 

buying behavior. If a company shows a plus results is it likely that the company has a tendency to buy 

more than otherwise. The result can also be misleading, for example, FMV´s result is irrelevant due to 

government finances. The result for FMV is the difference between government contributions and 

annual purchases which indicates that the plus result only is the leftovers from the year’s 

contributions.  According to FMV strives the organization for a zero result at the years ending. This 

variable can also be segmented in large profit, medium profit or small profit. 

 

7. According to Laseroptronix it is important for the private investor to assemble the mining process in 

the container and test it in Sweden. By knowing the customer location and also where the product 

should be delivered can the company foresee logistic problems and use it as an advantage when 

negotiating with the customer. The variable can also be a helpful tool if SSAB want to segment the 

customers depending on the geographical location. It can also be seen in table 2 that all the customers 

are located in Sweden. One way to solve the problem with having all the customers in the same 

country is dividing the country into geographic regions and then segmenting the customers. 
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8. The variable company´s customer can be segmented in nations, regions or continents. In table 2, for 

example, are both EPC Sweden and Kimit´s in the Nordic Atlantic regions, which consists of Norway, 

Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. The result of the conclusion is that a suitable way to segment 

this variable can be in nations. The information about where the company´s customers are can also be 

important to know if SSAB is going to develop a product that is going to be used by them. 

 

9. One way to segment the variable, the company technology, is to know the exact technology the 

company use when producing their products. In this sample is the method unknown. 

 

10. The variable demanded product can be segmented as standardized product or custom ized product, 

see table 2. According to EPC Sweden is a safety container needed to store dynamite, while FMV and 

Private investor/Laseroptronix imply that they need a customized safety container to fulfill their 

needs. A standardized container can be beneficial if SSAB wants to use economic of scale while a 

customized container can be profitable by using SSAB expertise regarding the construction or 

materiel.  The overall purpose with this variable is of course getting an insight in what a new or old 

customer demand. 

 

11. The variable type of contract can give a good indication of what kind of contracts the customer 

demand when doing business with them or what kind of contract they have with their own customers. 

According to Laseroptronix is the contract between the private investors and the customers in Liberia 

and Tanzania only verbal agreements. The effect of verbal agreements can result in big uncertainty for 

all stakeholders especially for SSAB if they want to create a product to this specific customer. FMV also 

imply that they only use public procurements and that many of their projects are protected with 

military secrecy, which also can have effect on further business. This variable can be appropriate to 

use for segmentation if, for example, SSAB want to do business with a certain kind of customers which 

use a particular type of contract.  

 

12. The variable customer capabilities can vary as expected, see table 2. This variable can give valuable 

information about a customer that want to direct or indirect support SSAB´s future business. This 

example was impossible for the author to segment. In the end of the interview with FMV did the 

respondent promise to supply SSAB with valuable personal contacts at FMX, ISP and people that works 

with safety containers at FMV.  

 

13. According to FMV has SSAB a long relationship of selling steel to the Swedish armed forces. The fact 

about the relationships between SSAB and the customers is also presented in table 2 under the 

variable customer relationship.  If SSAB has done earlier business with the customers can previous 

trust or doubt been created which can help and also damage new business opportunities.  Regarding 

the companies in table 2 which has an old and good relationship with SSAB can this be an incentive for 

further businesses opportunities. The variable can be segmented in new or old relationships which can 

help the SSAB to put the right managers for the right negotiation. 
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6.1.1 CHOSEN SEGMENTATION VARIABLE FOR CUSTOMER ANALYZES 

The selected segmentation variable in this study is going to be the industry, which has to be set before 

customer value analyzes according to the conceptual framework, see page 15. The variable could easily be any 

other of the variables but the author has decided to use and critical review this variable due to an agreement 

with the case company, SSAB. The companies within the variable, the industry, are going to be selected for the 

most appropriate segmentation area, see table 3, depending on which type of industry they are active within. 

Table 3: Segmentation areas. 

 

The author has come to the conclusion that the case company, SSAB, will have three different segmentation 

areas for this specific segmentation; industrial consumer products, protection and security, and raw material 

handling. This is also presented in table 2 under the heading segmentation areas. 

1. In the first segment area industrial consumer products are two different companies selected; EPC 

Sweden AB and Kimit AB. The reason is that both companies are active within the same industry; 

produce and sell industrial products, explosives, to customers.  

2. The second segment area protection and security is one company selected; Försvarets materielverk. 

The reason why this company was selected is because FMV is active within protection and security 

area when the company develops, procure and maintain equipment for the Swedish armed forces.  

3. For the last segment area raw material handling is also one company selected; Private 

investors/Laseroptronix. The reason why this area is chosen is because the private investors industry is 

mining for gold and diamonds.  It is two reasons why the author selected the private investors industry 

instead of Laseroptronix´s industry. According to Laseroptronix is the company only a spokesperson 

for the private investor’s business idea and they also imply that Laseroptronix industry is not direct 

connected to the demanded product. 

  

Segments Segmentation Areas:

Trailers and body builders

Trucks and buses

Railway transport

Ships and offshore

Aviation

Storage and packaging

Energy power plants

Energy transport

Pressure vessels

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

3. Raw material handling

Recycling

Lifting

Yellow goods and construction machinery

Building structures and infrastructure

Light building structures

1. Industrial consumer products

Industrial production products

Automotive

2. Protection and security
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6.2 CUSTOMER VALUE ANALYSIS AND TARGET MARKET 

This chapter analysis the empirical data which was collected about the customer value process and also 

summarize the opportunities and threats, from the segmentation process and customer value, in order to select 

an appropriate target market. 

The customer value and target market uses theories presented in the conceptual framework for the purpose to 

achieve the second and third research question, which are: 

How can each segment be analyzed to create value for the company? 

And 

How can a company choose a target market? 

6.2.1 INDUSTRIAL CONSUMER PRODUCTS – EPC SVERIGE 

 

Figure 15: Illustrates opportunities and threats for the segment industrial consumer products. 

The opportunities and threats that arose about the segment industrial consumer products are presented in 

figure 15. There are many factors that indicated that the market demand for the intended product is high. The 

main reason why the intended product is wanted is because the new regulation MSBFS 2010:5. According to 

EPC Sweden the new conditions states that the explosives should be protected against theft and against 

immediate fire. The new regulation force explosive entrepreneurs to buy the new explosive containers in order 

to continue with their business.  According to EPC Sweden the upper pain limit that an explosive entrepreneur 

is willing to pay is 200 000 Swedish kronor for a 20 feet explosive container. Furthermore, the respondent also 

mentioned that the explosive entrepreneurs are paying about 250 – 450 thousand kronor for the explosive 

container today. This can be one factor for high market demand, the customers are willing to pay much more 

than they can afford or are willing to pay. Moreover, the respondent also implies the intended product is also 

going to be needed at every wind farm construction site in Sweden. This is of course an incentive for buying the 

intended product if the customers want to create a competitive advantage and win the procurement. One 

reason why EPC Sweden recently won procurement for a wind farm construction site was that EPC Sweden was 

able to provide explosive storage on the site. Another opportunity that EPC Sweden gave information about 

was an example how the explosive containers middle wall could be constructed to exceed competitor´s 
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construction, see figure 12. If SSAB can use their expertise about steel combined with EPC Sweden´s explosive 

competence and resources for testing the intended product at EPC Sweden´s facilities can the outcome of the 

product be successful. According to EPC Sweden the product is also wanted on other markets such as 

construction industry, were the product can be used for containing tools and machines. As EPC Sweden 

mentioned can this product also be used for other applications, due to the standardization. Furthermore, EPC 

Sweden implies that maybe a new law in coming soon called precursor. The law is used for protecting raw 

material from getting in wrong hands, such as terrorists. The new law is a consequence after the incident in 

Norway where a bomb exploded, made of raw material. This can also be seen as an opportunity which can 

increase the market demand. If the new law takes effect will the need of a standardized safety container 

increase. Furthermore, according to EPC Sweden is it much harder restrictions in Sweden than in other 

countries when containing explosives, however is Sweden viewed as a leading country for safety regulations. If 

Sweden is a leading country for safety can the regulation, MSBFS 2010:5, is it possible that other European 

countries follows the same example which also can be a large opportunity for the intended product. According 

to EPC Sweden the intended product has four competitors; Robur, Cesium AB, Håbeco and 

björknässprängämnen AB. The two of the competitors on the market has not a niche product for the 

customers. Robur is a safe producer that provides a product that can meet the standard but is compatible for 

outdoor use. The company Cesium AB provides a product that meets the standard but has safety standard that 

is almost 3 times more than wanted, which is costly for the customers. Both Håbeco and 

Björknässprängsprängning AB have a product in the same price class and is a niche product that meet customer 

standard. The problem with the last competitors that are mentioned is of course the price according to the 

respondent. The respondent also thinks that both Håbeco and Björknäsbergsprängning AB have many 

intermediaries and that Björknäsbergsprängning AB produce their product in Poland. This threat can also be an 

opportunity for SSAB. SSAB has much information about competitors’ product and price which can be used for 

further analyses. Furthermore, the company SSAB can from the information about the competitors evaluate 

the opportunity to start up a production in a low cost country and reduce intermediaries for the purpose of 

increasing the profits and get a competitive advantage. Furthermore, the large threat is the market and time 

limit. The new market has already four competitors and the market size is unknown, which has to be evaluated 

before any further actions can be done. The last factors that can be seen as a threat is that the market is to 

mature for breaking in to and this factor needs also further analysis. 
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6.2.2 PROTECTION AND SECURITY - FMV 

  

Figure 16: Illustrates opportunities and threats for the segment protection & security. 

The opportunities and threats that arose about the segment protection and security are presented in figure 16. 

As the respondent mentioned during the interview has the market for military solutions been growing for the 

past decade. This statement is also confirmed in figure 13, which shows that the market has growth for the 

past 10 years. Furthermore, the problem with the total military market is the last two years. According to SIPRI 

the annual spending for 2011 is $1,783 billion, which means that the figure is higher 2011 than 2010. They also 

imply that if the figures are measured in real terms (constant 2010 prices) is the market unchanged. This fact 

gives an indication of a stagnant military market and according to SIPRI it is the first time in 13 years of 

continuous spending. Weather the trend is going to change for the better is unseen and it depends on many 

factors. The fact presented about the military market can be vital to be aware of if SSAB is planning to develop 

a product against this segment. Two other problems are also that SSAB don’t have any business partner that 

can help SSAB to develop the military business idea. According to FMV the authority has no funds for the 

moment and they also imply that FMV is no good business partner. FMV recommends that SSAB should contact 

a private partner, such as, SAAB that can help out with the technical expertise or any other Swedish military 

company. Furthermore, FMV implies that the authority is controlled by both military secrecy and public 

procurements. This can also be a problem if SSAB decided to develop a product directed to the Swedish 

military. The result of public procurements is that the product specification is going to be public and that 

military secrecy can be a hinder if SSAB want to sell the product to other customers.  One problem with 

developing products against this segment is ISP. ISP, inspektionen för strategiska produkter, control and 

supervise military defense material and product with dual-use. In other word the authority has to approve the 

product SSAB is going to develop and also approve the export to the customers, due to protection of the 

nation’s interest. Furthermore, according to FMV one opportunity to start up the business idea and find a 

partner is to construct a product sheet about the business idea and visit military events.  Because SSAB have 

little knowledge about this segment is it very important to find the right partner, mentioned earlier is FMV no 

direct business partner and by visit military events can maybe SSAB find another business partner to start up 

the business idea. Furthermore, the respondent promised personal contact at both ISP and FXM which can help 

out with the development. As mentioned in the empirical data is FXM an authority that support Swedish 

companies with government representatives in defense export deals. If SSAB decided to produce the business 
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idea can FMV´s personal contacts be valuable for gathering expertise from authorities. Furthermore, one direct 

opportunity for SSAB is their expertise regarding military steel, such as Armox, and construction which can be a 

competitive advantage if SSAB decides to develop the wanted product. 

6.2.3 RAW MATERIAL HANDLING – PRIVATE INVESTOR/LASEROPTRONIX 

 

Figure 17: Illustrates opportunities and threats for the segment raw material handling. 

The opportunities and threats that arose about the segment raw material handling are presented in figure 17. 

The market that Laseroptronix and the private investors are trying to break into is perceived as profitable and 

lucrative. According to Laseroptronix there is large amount of gold and diamonds for the customers to exploit 

in the African countries. However, this could also be considered as a high risk market. The company 

Laseroptronix and private investors indicates large problems with unpredictable delays and trust issues with 

their partners in Africa, due to hard business environment. The customers only have verbal agreements with 

their partners in Africa which also can affect SSAB if they want to start up a partnership with Laseroptronix and 

the private investors. For example, if the partners in Africa decide to depart from the mutual agreement can it 

have negative effect on all suppliers, including SSAB, which have invested and developed the business idea. The 

mutual contract is also connected to Liberia´s president Ellen Johnson Sirleaf which means that political 

instability in the country can result in new business negotiations and further delays with uncertain outcome for 

further business. As for the intended product has the respondent no budget to work with for the moment and 

the respondent posse’s little information how the intended product should be constructed and developed. The 

respondent also implies the private investors have no expertise about mining or construction. This can of 

course be an advantage for SSAB if the private investors and Laseroptronix want to develop the intended 

product, see appendix 2, with help of SSAB knowledge. Furthermore, according to Laseroptronix the private 

investors are aware of the social responsibility that needs to be taken in Africa and it is a part of the mutual 

agreement. To take CSR, corporate social responsibility, is very important for both the customer and also for 

SSAB. This is not a direct opportunity more an external factor which is positive for SSAB and the companies 

brand image when SSAB´s customers are making business in low cost countries. 
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7.0 RECOMMENDATION TO SSAB 

After the discussion about EPC Sweden, presented in the analysis, and their business idea has the author 

decided to recommend the explosive container as the best alternative that arose during this thesis. The 

product and it´s segment indicated most opportunities. This is partly due to the indications of high market 

demand after the intended product and also that this segment gives the best opportunities for a future 

business partner. There are also indications that FMV can have a lucrative market and a good business idea but 

a good business partner is missing. The author recommends that SSAB invite both EPC Sweden and FMV to 

come and look at the prototype made for bahnhof.  This can be helpful if SSAB wants to start up future 

business with either EPC Sweden or FMV and it can be excellent chance to show off SSAB´s potential regarding 

creating their own steel products. Due to the high market demand after EPC Sweden´s business idea 

recommend the author SSAB to do further analysis on the market to determine if it´s large enough for one 

more competitor and also review whether it will open a new market outside Sweden in the near future. This is 

considered to be important because the business idea require large initial investment to develop and produce 

the intended product. If SSAB have resources to devote for EPC Sweden´s business idea should SSAB evaluate 

whether the company has the potential to develop and construct a better explosive container than those 

offered on today´s market in an effort to create long term profit.  Moreover, if SSAB decides to construct and 

produce the product can it be favorably for both SSAB´s brand and also their vision, which is: 

“A stronger, lighter, and more sustainable world”. 

 

From the analysis the author concludes: 

 Invite both EPC Sweden and FMV to come and look at the prototype made for Bahnhof. 

 More in-depth market analysis regarding the business idea that EPC Sweden offered. 

 Evaluate the opportunity to develop and construct a better explosive container than those offered on 

the market.   

8.0 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter presents the conclusions that can be made from the analysis. Furthermore, each research question 

is answered and the research purpose is discussed whether it was succeeded or not. 

The research objective and the research questions that were presented in the introduction have now been 

answered. The research objective was: 

How does a company choose new customers for long-term profit on a new market? 

When a company needs to evaluate and select new customers on a new market is it vital to analyze them with 

help of appropriate variables for structuring, evaluating and help the company find the right customers to do 

business with. These customers can be traced in advanced, been contacting the company for product interest 

or contact the company regarding a business idea.  By using a proper segmentation model can the company in 

an early stage find out more about the intended customer and also get a decent foundation for further 

analysis. In other words, the customers can be structured and selected on the company´s conditions and 

visions with help of the segmentation model. Furthermore, each selected segment is analyzed with help of the 

customer value analyze. This gives the company a deeper understanding of the intended customer and its 

segment. After the customer value analyzes has been completed is the opportunities and threats from the 

earlier process structured and compared to each other for the purpose of finding the right target market and 

the most appropriate customer. 
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The overall research objective was broken down these three following research questions: 

RQ1: How can a company segment new or existing customers? 

Testing the conceptual framework on the case study company, SSAB, has proved being successful when 

segmenting new customers. The author finds it easy to segment and evaluate the customers with help of the 

conceptual framework and the variables that are presented. One problem that came up during the 

segmentation was to differentiate the large variety of different customer types. By using the segmentation 

process can the readers easily get a holistic perspective on the different customers and also get better 

understanding of their needs. The findings shows that the variables in the segmentation model give better 

understanding about the customers demanded product, how the customers do business and helps the 

company understand different types of customers. Moreover, the author discovered that the variables can be 

used for finding opportunities and threats about the customers which can help the company be selective in an 

early stage and decide which customer they want to do further analysis about. This can save time and 

resources for the company. 

 From these results the author concludes: 

 Easy to segment and evaluate the variables. 

 Customer understanding from a holistic perspective. 

 Handle different types of customers. 

 How the customers do business and what kind of product they demand. 

 A structured approach when handling new customers. 

 A selective process before further analysis. 

RQ2: How can each segment be analyzed to create value for the company? 

Using the customer value analysis in the conceptual framework has also been proven successful.  The variables 

in the customer value analysis have been used for gathering unofficial and profound information from the 

customers and their segments. The information that was gathered gives an in-depth customer understanding. 

During the information gathering has not all the variables been answered, due to time limitation and also lack 

of information from the respondents and other sources. The respondents had different types of problems and 

knowledge about the variables depending on the business idea, which also have influence on the analysis 

outcome. Furthermore, the profound information that arose from the respondents was mostly external factors 

which can have major impact whether the case study company, SSAB, is going succeed with the business 

proposals. 

From these results the author concludes: 

 Unofficial and profound information. 

 Customer understanding from an in-depth perspective. 

 Variety of knowledge among the respondents.  

 External factors that affect future outcome. 

RQ3: How can a company choose a target market? 

By only using the external factors from the SWOT analyze, opportunities and threats, can the author easily 

summarize and present his findings from both the segmentation process and the customer value analysis. 

Furthermore, the external factors which are presented for each segment are compared to each other and 

analyzed for the purpose of finding the right target market. 

From these results the author concludes: 
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 Summarize and present each segment. 

 Compare the external factors opportunities against threats. 

8.1 PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER STUDIES 

This study has two questions that might be interesting to study further. Some implications for future research 

are presented below: 

 A numerical system for setting the exact value of each customer or segment. 

 Test the segmentation model in the conceptual framework with a quantitative study.  
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APPENDIX 1 – ACCOMPANYING LETTER 

This appendix presents e-mail letters that has been sent from the supervisor, at SSAB, to the customers. The 

purpose with the letters is to present the purpose of the interview and also present the author. The English 

version is re-written from the Swedish version. 

ACCOMPANYING LETTER TO LASEROPTRONIX 

Hello, 

You contacted us recently after you had read the article in Ny teknik about a safety container that we are 

developing.  Now we have started a student, Johan Wiman, from Luleå University of Technology to write a 

thesis and develop a market model. His specialization is Industrial Economics and the goal is to investigate 

different customer needs and the opportunities the project can provide.  Johan has been partly involved in the 

development process of the safety container, and he will use it as an example for his thesis. 

He has asked that I contact you for an interview and I hope it´s fine for you. The questions he will ask is about 

the customer’s needs and use for the container for different segments. 

If you’re not interested is it ok to refuse. We hope to gain a better understanding of the product and also move 

forward with the development of our security container. 

Best regards 

/(Product manager at SSAB) 

In Swedish 

Hej, 

Du kontaktade oss för en tid sedan efter artikeln i Ny Teknik om den säkerhetscontainer som vi håller på att 

utveckla. Nu har vi satt igång en student, Johan Wiman, från Luleå Tekniska Universitet på ett examensarbete 

om att utveckla en marknadsmodell. Hans inriktning är Industriell Ekonomi och uppdraget är att utreda olika 

kunders intressen och de möjligheter till framtida gemensamma utvecklingsprojekt som kan finnas. Johan har 

delvis varit med i projektet med utvecklingen av säkerhetscontainern och han kommer att använda den som ett 

exempel. 

Han har bett om att som ett led i detta examensarbete få kontakta er för en intervju och jag hoppas att det går 

bra. Frågorna han kommer att ställa handlar om de olika behov som en sådan container kan fylla och hur de 

olika segment av industrin, som de potentiella kunderna tillhör, fungerar ur ett affärsperspektiv. 

Om det skulle vara så att du inte känner att du vill ställa upp på en sådan intervju kan du självklart säga ifrån. Vi 

hoppas att vi utifrån denna undersökning kommer att på ett bättre sätt svara upp mot de krav som ställs på oss 

när vi går vidare med utveckling av vår säkerhetscontainer. 

Med vänlig hälsning 

/ (Product manager at SSAB) 
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ACCOMPANYING LETTER TO EPC SWEDEN AB AND FÖRSVARETS MATERIELVERK 

Hello, 

It was a while since I contacted you regarding this issue. We are still busy with deliveries of the first sets of 

modules to Bahnhof for server installation, but we have plans to further development for the concept to suit 

different needs.  To go further with the project and to set customers need in new segments, has the company 

started a student, Johan Wiman, from Luleå University of Technology to write a thesis and develop a market 

model. His specialization is Industrial Economics and the goal is to investigate different customer needs and the 

opportunities the project can provide.  Johan has been partly involved in the development process of the safety 

container, and he will use it as an example for his thesis. 

The student has asked to contact you for an interview and I hope it´s fine for you. The questions he will ask is 

about the customer’s needs and use for the container for different segments in the industry and also how the 

product will work in a business perspective. 

If you’re not interested is it of course ok to refuse. Hopefully can SSAB gain a better understanding, with help of 

the interview, and move forward with the security container and the product development. You can reach me 

best on the e-mail, but of course can you dial me up on the cell phone.  

You can also contact Johan Wiman on mobile number. XXX- XXXXXXX, XXXXX-6@student.ltu.se 

Best regards, 

/(Product manager at SSAB) 

In Swedish 

Hej, 

Nu var det ett tag sedan jag hörde av mig till dig i den här frågan. Vi har fortfarande fullt upp med leveranserna 

av de första uppsättningarna av moduler till Bahnhof för serverinstallationer, men vi har också planer på att 

vidareutveckla konceptet för att passa andra behov. För att komma vidare och för att veta på viket sätt vi bäst 

kan verka i de för oss nya kundsegmenten har vi sedan en tid tillbaka satt igång en student, Johan Wiman, från 

Luleå Tekniska Universitet på ett examensarbete om att utveckla en marknadsmodell. Hans inriktning är 

Industriell Ekonomi och uppdraget är att utreda olika kunders intressen och de möjligheter till framtida 

gemensamma utvecklingsprojekt som kan finnas. Johan har delvis varit med i projektet med utvecklingen av 

säkerhetscontainern och han kommer att använda den som ett exempel. 

Han har bett om att som ett led i detta examensarbete få kontakta er för en intervju och jag hoppas att det går 

bra. Frågorna han kommer att ställa handlar om de olika behov som en sådan container kan fylla och hur de 

olika segment av industrin, som de potentiella kunderna tillhör, fungerar ur ett affärsperspektiv. 

Om det skulle vara så att du känner att du inte vill ställa upp på en sådan intervju kan du självklart säga ifrån. Vi 

hoppas att vi utifrån denna undersökning kommer att på ett bättre sätt svara upp mot de krav som ställs på oss 

när vi går vidare med utveckling av vår säkerhetscontainer. Du når mig lättast genom att returnera det här 

mejlet, men du kan självklart också nå mig per telefon, se nedan. 

Du kan också nå Johan Wiman på mob.tel. XXX- XXXXXXX, XXXXX-6@student.ltu.se 

Med vänlig hälsning, 

/(Product manager at SSAB) 
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APPENDIX 2 – PRODUCT SPECIFIKATION AND BUSINESS IDEA 

This appendix presents the product specifications that emerged during the interviews with the customers EPC 

Sweden AB, Försvarets materielverk and Laseroptronix/Private Investor. 

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION AND BUSINESS IDEA - EPC SWEDEN AB 

The business idea for the safety container is to be customized for containing explosives. New conditions have 

been introduced in the explosive industry. Safety supplies which are earlier approved with standards, such as, 

SS 3000 and SS 3150 for only be used until the end of the year 2011. The new conditions states that the 

explosives should be protected against theft and against immediate fire outside (MSB´s Handbook). According 

to EPC Sweden the container needs to be standardized according to MSB´s, myndigheten för samhällsskydd och 

beredskap, new regulations. ECP Sweden imply that for all explosives, desirable degree of “A”, in other words 

dynamite, detonating fuse and detonators is still needing “safety supply” according to EN 1143-1 Grade 3. 

MSB´s new regulation MSBFS 2010:5 and a special handbook released by MSB give guidance and all the legal 

information about how the intended product should be constructed before it can be approved by both MSB 

and municipality. According to EPC Sweden the new regulation is very defuse to understand and can be 

interpreted in different ways.  The company also implies that the standard EN 1143-1 Grade 3 should resist 

outer violence from hand tools for at least 1h 20 minutes. He also means that the safety container should be 

equivalent to the standard or that the safety container can show that it meet the standard.  In other words, the 

container can be constructed in either way as long as it can show that it can meet the standard. 

The customer wants to construct the container in different sizes. From a few square meters, for containing 

small amount of detonation fuse and detonators, to large 20 feet or even 40 feet, for containing large amount 

of dynamite. The company also implies that the 20 feet containers are probably the most common size and 

they could contain 10 ton of dynamite with the old regulation. The company point out that one specific future 

is that the container can contain both detonators and dynamite in the same place. They also imply that this can 

be solved by installing a dividing wall in the container and two doors. The solution needs to follow MSB 

regulation and guidelines. According to EPC Sweden is it vital that the container is constructed for 

transportation, because it is a demand from many of EPC Sweden´s customers. The company also wonders if 

the safety container can be constructed with a special material, which can reduce weight and also be much 

more resistant against external violence and immediate fire.  

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION AND BUSINESS IDEA - FÖRSVARETS MATERIELVERK 

FMV recommended two types of products; safety container for storing different types of army equipment and 

customized safety box which is operational for attacking enemies.  

 The first business idea is to construct the safety container for containing weapons, ammunition or 

other army material. The safety container needs to be constructed for holding back the enemy for at 

least 30 minutes.  The safety container should also be mobile for transport. The respondent also 

implies that they have tested a similar container from Norway which was penetrated in 7 minutes. 

This business idea is not analyzed during the thesis, due to military secrecy. 

 The business idea alternative two is to equip a safety box with a canon turret with a technological 

system which can shoot with extreme accuracy.  The respondent implies that SAAB offers a system 

that is perfect for this kind of project, which he also think could be a future collaboration partner for 

SSAB. The safety container needs to have air-condition so that the unit can be ready 24h per day, in 

other words, the standard in the container should be very high. The purpose with this product can be 

defending ships from pirates, used in camps for defending people or a substitute to United States 

forward observation base.  The respondent points out that the product is used for warning the enemy 
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before they can be reduced.  Today is the soldiers effective on 300 – 400 meter with the effect that 

pirates is getting killed from the warning shots. The canon should be much more effective in long 

range, which can help the customers with warning the enemies in time. The result of warning the 

enemies in time is fewer casualties for both the enemies and also the customer.  

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION AND BUSINESS IDEA - LASEROPTRONIX/PRIVATE INVESTOR  

The business idea for the safety container is going to be containing safety equipment and an extract process for 

diamonds and gold. The mines are located in Africa, Tanzania and Liberia. The customer demand between 2 -10 

containers, each container will be 20 – 40 feet. Furthermore, each container will contain different equipment 

and the short side of the container needs to be customized so that the containers can be put together, in other 

words, be module. It is also important that the containers are constructed for different transports system such 

as airplanes and trucks.  In the first container will the iron ore be inserted and the last container will contain a 

strongbox, which is the end station of the extract process. The idea with the process is that everything is going 

to be distant controlled true satellites. The safety equipment that also will be inserted is going to be distant 

controlled. Only authorized personnel can gain access to the process. The reasons are a lack of confidence 

against the industry and were the intended product is going to be located. The mining equipment is probably 

going to be inserted by a company in the Swedish city of Ånge. The equipment will weigh at least 10 ton, the 

thickness of the steel is at least 20 – 30mm. 

The customer has no demand on safety classifications due to the respondent’s bad confidence against 

international safety classifications, he also state that international classifications has no practical use.  

According to Laseroptronix it is very important that the intended safety container is tested and developed in 

Sweden or any other of the European countries, this is also a confidence question. The container needs to hold 

for extreme violence, such as, dynamite and all types of weapons. 
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APPENDIX 3 – INTERVIEW TEMPLATE 

This appendix presents the interview template that worked as guideline during the interviews with the 

customers and was customized to suit different customers. 

Contact: 

Introduction: 

Hello, my name is Johan Wiman and I am studying at Luleå University of Technology. I contact you regarding a 

model that I am going to develop for SSAB´s business development department. The business model that I 

develop is one step to meet SSAB: s client´s interests and help SSAB to create future cooperation with 

customers.  During the development of the model recommended (my supervisor) to interview you to find out 

what ideas you can have about the safety container and how you can cooperate with SSAB.  

Since this is interview is a study for the university would I like to record this interview. This will of course be 

confidential and the data is only going to be processed by me, the persons connected to the thesis at Luleå 

University of Technology and SSAB. 

Questions (Respondent Company) 

Questions about segmentation 

Can you tell me little about (interviewing company)? 

Supplementary questions: 

What industry are you active in? 

What kind of customers are you serving? 

Where is your company located? 

What kind of product is (interviewing company) producing? 

What distinguishes you from other competitors at the market? 

*Is it possible to access general data about (interviewing company)?  

 

What do you think about (interviewing company) development the next five years? 

As I understand it, you have contacted SSAB regarding the safety container that was developed for bahnhof. 

How can (interviewing company) cooperate with SSAB? 

Could you tell me something about the intended product and how it can meet your needs? 

In which way will the intended product be used? 

Is it going to be stationary or module? 

What will be shipped in it or what will be stored in it? 

If SSAB is interested in producing the intended product, how many would be required to cover (interviewing 

company) needs? Can you tell me anything about the total market for the intended product? 

What do you think about the intended products market the next five years? 
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*How much would (interviewing company) be willing to pay for the intended product, or what do you pay for 

the product today? Approximate price range? 

In what way can (interviewing company) be able to contribute if SSAB wants to develop the intended product? 

 (SSAB can help with construction, steel, storage, manufacture and sale anywhere in the world) 

What opportunities do (interviewing company) have to distribute the intended product? Do (interviewing 

company) have any special demand against SSAB? 

This focus mostly on the intended product 

(Customer value analysis) 

Porter: 

Competitors (The intended product and its market) 

Is there someone else that produces a similar product that you want us to develop? 

Supplementary questions:  

If so, how large are the producers, and where are they located? 

Can you tell me anything about future growth for the intended product? 

 

Barriers to entry (The intended product and its market): 

What kind of problems must SSAB overcome when introducing the intended product on the market you 

represent? 

What capital-intensive resources are required to manufacture the intended product? 

What costs do you think may arise in addition to manufacturing the intended product? 

How do you think economic of scale appears on the intended product? 

Substitutes (For the intended product): 

Are you aware of any direct substitutes for the intended product that can be a threat for the product when it is 

introduced on the new market? 

PESTEL: 

Are there any special risks that must be overcome before the intended product is introduced, in terms of 

technological problems, political problems, economical problems or legal problems? 

Closure 

This was all the questions that I need to ask for the moment and I hope that my model can help both SSAB and 

(interviewing company) to create a good cooperation. If you have any questions or are interested of seeing 

more of the security container prototype can you contact my manager, (interviewers supervisor), at SSAB. With 

these words hope SSAB to contact you in the future if they have any resources to spare for your business idea.  
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Kontakt:  

Introduktion: 

Hej, mitt namn är Johan Wiman och jag studerar vid Luleå Tekniska Universitet. Jag kontaktar dig angående en 

modell som jag utvecklar åt SSAB:s affärsutvecklings avdelning. 

Affärsmodellen jag håller på att utveckla är ett steg för att kunna tillgodose kundens intressen vid ett framtida 

samarbete med SSAB. Anledningen till att modellen utvecklas är för att kunna utveckla innovativa lösningar i 

nära samarbete med kund. I samband med att jag utvecklar modellen rekommenderade (Min chefs namn) att 

intervjua dig, (Kunden), på (intervjuande företaget) för att se vilka idéer ni har kring säkerhetscontainern och 

på vilket sätt ni skulle vilja samarbeta med SSAB.  

Eftersom detta är i studiesyfte och även syfte att bygga upp en modell så måste jag spela in den här intervjun. 

Detta kommer naturligtvis vara sekretessbelagt och kommer enbart behandlas av mig, personerna kopplat till 

studien på Luleå Tekniska Universitet och SSAB. 

FRÅGOR (Respondentens företag) 

Frågor om segmenteringen 

Jag skulle vilja att ni berättar lite om er nuvarande verksamhet på (intervjuande företaget)? 

 

Följdfrågor: 

Vilken bransch är ni verksam inom? 

Vilken typ av kunder vänder ni er emot på (intervjuande företaget)? 

Var är er verksamhet belagd i dagsläget?  

Vilken typ av produkter producerar ni på (intervjuande företaget)? 

Vad skiljer er mot andra aktörer på marknaden? 

*Finns det möjlighet att få tillgång till generellt material om (intervjuande företaget)? 

Hur ser du på (intervjuande företagets) utveckling de kommande fem åren? 

Som jag förstår det har ni kontaktat SSAB för att ni är intresserad av deras säkerhetscontainer som dom har 

utvecklat åt Bahnhof. På vilket sätt skulle ni kunna tänkas samarbeta med SSAB? 

Skulle du kunna berätta lite mer om den tilltänkta produkten som avser att tillgodose era intressen på 

(intervjuande företaget)? 

På vilket sätt kommer produkten att användas? 

Ska den vara stationär eller ska den vara modul?  

Vad skall fraktas i den eller vad skall förvaras i den? 

Om SSAB skulle vara intresserad av att tillverka den produkten ni efterfrågar, hur många skulle krävas för att 

täcka det (intervjuande företagets) behov? Hur ser den totala marknaden ut för denna typ av produkt?  

Hur ser den tilltänkta produktens marknad ut om fem år? 

*Hur mycket skulle ni på (intervjuande företaget) kunna vara villig att betala för en sådan produkt eller vad 

betalar ni i dagsläget för en liknande produkt? Ungefärlig prisklass? 
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På vilket sätta skulle ni kunna bidra vid ett samarbeta med SSAB? 

 (SSAB kan bidra med konstruktion, stål, lager, tillverkning och försäljning var som helst i hela världen) 

Vilka möjligheter har ni att distribuera den tilltänkta produkten? Har ni några speciella krav emot SSAB? 

DETTA FOKUSERAR MEST PÅ DEN TILLTÄNKTA PRODUKTEN 

(Kundvärde analysen) 

Porter: 

Konkurrenter (Den efterfrågade produkten och dess marknad): 

Hur ser det ut i dagsläget, finns det någon annan som tillverkar en liknande produkt som ni efterfrågar? 

Följdfrågor: 

Hur stora är tillverkarna av den produkten i sådana fall och var finns de lokaliserade? 

Hur tror du framtida tillväxttakt kommer se ut för den tilltänkta produkten? 

Inträdesbarriärer (Den efterfrågade produkten och dess marknad): 

Vilka problem måste övervinnas vid en introduktion av den tilltänkta produkten på den marknaden du 

representerar? 

Vilka kapitalintensiva resurser krävs för att tillverka den tilltänka produkten? 

Vilka kostnader tror du kan uppkomma utöver tillverkningen av själva produkten? 

Hur tror du stordriftsfördelar visar sig på den tilltänkta produkten? 

Substitut (Den efterfrågade produkten) 

Vet du om det finns några direkta substitut till den tilltänka produkten som kan vara till förhinder vid en 

introduktion på en ny marknad? 

PESTEL: 

Finns det några speciella risker som måste övervinnas vid en introduktion av den tilltänkta produkten i 

avseende på Teknologiska problem, Politiska, Ekonomiska eller juridiska? 

Avslutning 

Det var egentligen alla mina frågor jag har tänkt ställa i dagsläget och jag hoppas att min modell i framtiden 

kommer hjälpa både SSAB och (intervjuande företag) att på lång sikt kunna skapa ett bra samarbeta. Om du har 

några frågor eller är intresserad av att se den färdiga prototypen av säkerhetscontainers kan du kontakta min 

chef, (Författarens handledare), på SSAB. Med de orden så önskar även SSAB att de kan kontakta dig i 

framtiden om det finns resurser att avvara till dina affärsidéer. 
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APPENDIX 4 – COMPETITORS 

According to Desec the dynamite safes are equipped with fire extinguishers, warnings signs and lockable 

protective cover over keyhole and handle.   

 

Picture 2: Dynamite safe 600. (Desec.se 2012) 

Table 4: Competitors price and technical information. (Desec.se 2012) 

 

  

Model Dynamite safe 60 Dynamite safe 250 Dynamite safe 300 Dynamite safe 600

External dimensions (mm)

Height 1430 2130 1880 1780

Width (+hinge) 685 685 885 1035

Depth (+handle) 640 640 740 1490

Internal dimensions (mm)

Height 1050 1750 1500 1400

Width 500 500 700 850

Depth 400 400 500 1250

Weight (kg) 580 1000 1050 1800

Burglar classification EN 1143-1/INSTA GRADE 3 GRADE 3 GRADE 3 GRADE 3

Fire classification NT Fire 017 120 P 120 P 120 P 120 P

Capacity 60 kg explosives 250 kg explosives 300 kg explosives 600 kg explosives

Price (excluding VAT and shipping) 29.500 kr 44.000 kr 58.000 kr 78.000 kr
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Picture 3: Dynamite container. (Desec.se 2012)  Picture 4: Dynamite container. (Desec.se 2012) 

 

Picture 5: Dynamite container. (Desec.se 2012) 

 

Table 5: Competitors price and technical information. (Desec.se 2012) 

 

Model SF 2400 SF 5000

External dimensions (mm)

Height 2430 2940

Width (+hinge) 2440 2560

Depth (+handle) 2990 6320

Internal dimensions (mm)

Height 2180 2240

Width 2165 2200

Depth 2560 5660

Weight (kg) 4500 9000

Burglar classification EN 1143-1/INSTA GRADE 3 Grade 3

Fire classification NT Fire 017 EI 30 EI 30

Capacity Four EUR 

pallets, 2400 kg 

explosives

5000 kg explosives

Price (excluding VAT and shipping) 250 000 kr 350 000 kr


